Standard Operating Procedure: Location Tagging on the Institag App
Following are the steps to geotag your institute on the Institag App
Video recording for steps: bit.ly/geotagging2022
Step 1: Download the Institag App from the Playstore:
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.institag
Step 2: Log-in to the Institag app using the Parent Training Center username and password
emailed to you by the official email-id for the location tagging: institag@gmail.com.
The login credentials will be sent at your email-id provided on the Center Login Panel of U.P. State
Medical Faculty.
Step 3: Tap on the Training Center corresponding to a particular course category
Eg: Tr. Center-1 Nursing-Degree; Tr. Center-2 Paramedical-Diploma
Step 4: Check the auto-populated information (District Name, Name of Institute, Category of
Institute, Parent Training Center Code, Training Center Code)
Step 5: Enter a nearby landmark for the Institute
Step 6: Affiliated Hospital - Enter name of the Affiliated Hospital where your students undergo
clinical training
Step 7: Upload Photo of Institute Entrance - Tap on the button below the text “Photo of Institute
Entrance” to upload the photo of the institute entrance
Step 8: Upload the Photo of Teaching Block - Tap on the button below the text “Photo of Teaching
Block” to upload the photo of the teaching block of the relevant course category as opted in Step 3
Step 9: Location Tagging of Teaching Block - Move physically to the entrance of the Teaching Block
of Step 8 where the particular course is held & then tap on the “Fetch Location” button on the right
to capture the location (latitude and longitude)
Step 10: Please check the location picked by the application on the google map below. If the location
is not picked correctly, move around and repeat step 9 till the correct location is picked
Step 11: Check all information once again and Tap on “Submit”. You will receive a confirmation alert
on the screen stating “Your data has been successfully saved”
You have now successfully tagged the location of a course category at your institute.
Note: Repeat the steps for all the course categories at your institute.

